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Abstract
At all scales from molecules to ecosystems, we measure biodiversity to indicate outcomes of natural or
artificial processes, and to compare with forecasts under various management schemes.
Every
biodiversity level has four basic processes – dispersal, adaptation, random change during transmission,
and generation of novel variants (eg, new ecosystems, species, alleles) – so approaches are often
strikingly similar.
How can we exploit this similarity? Entropy is an obvious choice, being a general forecasting and
measurement tool throughout science. It is also a simple transform of many common biodiversity
measures, which are based on: Richness; Gini-Simpson; and Shannon. Macroecologists use Shannon
for measurement (more than Simpson), and for forecasts use ‘maximum (Shannon) entropy’ and
Simpson. In contrast, molecular ecologists have many measures and forecasts for richness and Simpson
(heterozygosity, Fst etc), but have only recently begun to measure and forecast molecular Shannon
diversity within and between areas (Sherwin etal 2017). Examples and simulations show that Shannon
approaches outperform others in some tasks, such as genetic estimates of dispersal for input to
metapopulation models, and tracing rangeshift or invasion.
Also, analyses of genomic and
transcriptomic networks (linkage disequilibrium and expression) already use measures related to
Shannon mutual information, and might benefit from using its transform to Shannon differentiation.
Further analyses will profit from three attributes of Shannon: similarity to logit (log-linear) modeling,
sensitivity to rare novel variants that are crucial in adaptation, and independence of measures at different
hierarchical levels. Thus the stage is set to unify our monitoring and forecasting of processes that are
common across all biodiversity levels, using a complete diversity profile that encompasses richness,
Shannon and Simpson. This will integrate well with the many entropic methods in chemico-physical
studies.
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